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LONDON— Kara Sutherland wears a fitted Givenchy coat to roll around in a
sandbox with her two children, fills her closets with Prada, and never leaves home
without a designer handbag. And, she claims, she knows nothing about fashion.

"Where I come from, it always snows and no one talks about clothes," said
Sutherland, a Canadian living in London and the beneficiary of what may be
fashion's best-kept secret: the auction.

Once the rarefied domain of private collectors, museums, dealers and designers,
auction houses are embracing the vogue for vintage, encouraging buyers like
Sutherland to compete for original Pucci dresses and Yves Saint Laurent suits.

The trend is fueled by socialites and actresses wearing vintage gowns to parties
and premieres, and by exhibitions like the current Ossie Clark retrospective at
London's Victoria and Albert Museum and the Elsa Schiaparelli show at the
Philadelphia Museum of Art. It is also, auctioneers say, driven by economics. In
leaner times, the potential for bargains becomes very appealing.

"In the 1980s, we had a vintage sale in New York, and a well-heeled, middle-
aged New Yorker said to me, 'Honey, I can afford to buy new. Why would I want
this?"' recalled Kerry Taylor, director of fashion and textiles at Sotheby's in London.
"Then in the 1990's, things relaxed again and supermodels like Kate Moss started to



wear vintage. Beautiful gowns that had been lying dormant suddenly became cool

again."

Christie's and Sotheby's once concentrated on antique costumes, selling lace,

bustles, brocades, velvets, and ball gowns to a small group of cognoscenti. While the

auction houses still offer impressive collections of 18th- and 19th-century textiles,

vintage fashion has emerged as a potent force. Though some pieces are so delicate

and fragile they are best suited to museums, auction houses increasingly are

appealing to women buying to wear.

"These sales are a dream come true," said Sutherland, 37, whose first auction

two years ago yielded her a suitcase full of "long mohair Prada skirts and fantastic

matching cardigans" and 35 Vivienne Westwood suits, all for just £300, or about

$500

In London, Sotheby's and Christie's hold annual sales with names like "Fit for a

Princess" and "Street Fashion." In December, Doyle New York will auction off the

collection of Martha Phillips and Lynn Manulis, owners of Martha, the erstwhile

Park Avenue boutique. Among the offerings: a 1968 Norell crystal empire gown, a

1972 Halston sheath and matching coat, and a 1950's Schiaparelli asymmetrical

evening gown.

"You can get an original Dior, made by the master himself, for £1,000 to

£20,000. As long as you don't damage it or sweat unduly, you can resell it again,"

Taylor said. "That's not true of contemporary couture, which is like a new car: the

next day it's only worth a fraction of what you paid."

While buyers can find some remarkable deals, interest in the rarest designer

clothes has driven prices up significantly.

"Christie's and Sotheby's have been making a meal of vintage for the past few

years," said Zandra Rhodes, a leading designer in the 1960's and '70's and founder of

London's Fashion and Textile Museum. "My things are priced so high I can't afford

them at auction."



Couture collectors like Hamish Bowles, the European editor at large for Vogue

magazine and curator of the exhibit "Jacqueline Kennedy: The White House Years"

at New York's Metropolitan Museum of Art in 2001, have also noticed more

competition.

"The market's become much more sophisticated," said Bowles, who as a high

school student in 1970's London used to skip classes to go to Christie's costume

sales. "It's not a huge market, but there are enough people who want the special

things that you're going to have to fight for them." Among the "special things" for

which Bowles fought victoriously at Sotheby's last May: pieces by Dior, Jacques Fath

and Givenchy and a lot of 14 felt and satin 1960's Balenciaga hats, all from the estate

of the late Princess Lilian of Belgium.

A specialist in early and mid-20th century haute couture, Bowles says more

contemporary-minded collectors are buying John Galliano, Rei Kawakubo, Azzedine

Alaia (who is himself a leading vintage collector) and Thierry Mugler.

While online sites like eBay and Yoox regularly offer vintage clothes, most

collectors say they prefer to inspect the merchandise close up, scrutinizing seams,

feeling the fabrics and, sometimes, often quite contrary to etiquette, trying to

squeeze into them.

"There are certain things that people are allowed to try on, but I have to be

careful," said Sotheby's Taylor, who has seen millionaires' wives and Italian

contessas strip to their thong underwear in enthusiastic attempts to try on gowns.

"It can be quite difficult if you have a large woman trying to shove her fat arms into a

thin Yves Saint Laurent jacket. Fortunately, we have a very well-trained viewing

staff."

Though vintage fashion auctions account for only a sliver of the sales generated

by categories like paintings and furniture, auctioneers say they bring the houses

priceless visibility. "It's a sneeze, nothing compared to fine wine and Impressionist

paintings," Taylor said. "But it generates column inches."

If the value is in the buzz for the auction house to the customers, the thrill is in

the hunt. "At auctions I can afford what I can't buy at fashion shows," said Cecilia



Matteucci, one of Italy's foremost vintage collectors, leaving Christie's charity

auction of Dame Shirley Bassey's dresses last month. Her takings: a 2003 Julien

MacDonald silk water-print gown, for which she paid £3,000, and a 1990's Douglas

Darnell sheer white silk chiffon white dress, hand-beaded with imitation pearls,

sequins and hand sewn tassels for £4,800.

The auction encapsulated the dynamic combination of media attention and

social interaction that Internet sales simply cannot provide.

Dame Shirley, 66, crooned "Goldfinger," a posse of men outfitted in sequined

lilac waistcoasts and accessorized with diamond pinkie rings sang along, and the

crowd ogled a parade of 50 low-cut, high-legged gowns, including one sewn with so

many Swarovski crystals that it weighed 6 kilograms, or 13 pounds. It sold for

£35,000, and the auction raised £244,300 for two of the singer's pet charities.

***

Jackie Cooperman is a London-based journalist.
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